Since 2005, we’ve been moving Boston’s people.
HOW DO THESE RIDE THINGIES WORK? HERE'S THE PEDICAB 101!

We're totally psyched you want a ride. But while the ride itself is a simple treat, there are lots of varieties rides come in. So we pulled together the basics below to help you figure out the best choice in ride options.

1. Just a simple pedicab ride.
   Crosstown or down the block, let's have a hoot and arrive laughing! Book a simple ride and we'll pick you up wherever you are and zip you wherever you wanna go!

2. Tour Boston via pedicab.
   Go places and see things the other tours just can't! Customized Boston tours via sites, topics or your imagination! History, art, sightseeing or scuttlebutt, let's see Boston like you've never seen it before!

3. Group or party ride.
   Groups, weddings, companies or any bunch of folks ready to have a rolling party! Make your own mini parade or add some style to your outing with a ride that's as fun as your event!

If you can imagine it... We can do it ... With zero emissions
We went ahead and made a map..
What we do… thus far

PEDICAB BASICS
WE CALL IT "TRANSPORTAINMENT"
Its one thing to see scenery. Its quite another to see scenery while you ride a pedicab. It's like being in a movie! And it's all on your face. That's the effect of climbing into the big, rumbling bicyle of Boston Pedicabs. We're not totally sure why everyone feels happier after a ride on our bikes. "But you can't! We're all having fun, right?"

WHERE WE CAN BRING YOU
We ride anywhere in Boston Proper. (Sorry, Chelmsford, Merrimack, Worcester, Beverly, Salem, and Brockton)

WHEN WE'RE OUT PEDALING
We're out 8:00am to 10:00pm most days. And much later on some summer weekends.

HOW YOU'LL ALL FIT
Our pedicab has 2 or 3 adults, or 2 adults and 2 small children (ages 6 or 7 years and younger)

HOW PRICING WORKS FOR REGULAR RIDES
There is no set rate for regular (non-tour) rides - you decide what you want to pay! Any driver can give you the most common examples of typical payment amounts; we're happy to guide you through how much most people pay for our rides.

HOW TOURS WORK
Tours can be booked for any time during the day or evening and can cover literally anywhere within Boston Proper. Your imagination is the only limit.

YEAR-ROUND RIDING
Every day in the summer we will ride. We ride winter on a limited schedule.

MOTHER NATURE
If there's steady rain, snow or ice, we may stay home just like you do. On cold nights, many of our pedicabs will have heated blankets on board.

BOOK BY PHONE
Just phone us at 617-269-3003 between 10:00am and 10:00pm to book rides.

BOOK ONLINE
Log on to www.BostonPedicabs.com and schedule a ride on our automated system.

BOOK ON STREET
If you see us parked up or rolling by, just get out and “Pedicab!” and we'll happily give you a ride.

CONNECT WITH BOSTON PEDICABS
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www.pedicaboutdoor.com
The Pedicab Experience: For Hotels

**Customizable:** We can design tours or event packages based on the specific needs of every hotel.

**Convenient:** We accept cash and credit card and can create a tourist experience that begins and ends at any downtown location.

**Helpful:** Pedicabbers can provide reliable advice to your guests and the hotel experience can extend past the concierge in a way that many tour providers and regular cabs can’t.

**Flexible:** We can move quickly, pull over easily, fit through tight spaces & go inside buildings.

**Packageable & Scalable:** From large-scale & high-end executive events to 5 minute one-off rides, we can create successful and memorable experiences for guests of every income level.

**Fun:** Pedicab drivers can dedicate personalized attention to making a run-of-the-mill trip into something extraordinary.

**Green:** Every Ride we give allows visitors to witness just how green and amazing Boston is, in a way that no other form of transportation quite can.

---

**Events**
- Pub Crawls
- Conferences
- Company Outings
- Scavenger Hunts

**Weddings**
- Shuttles
- Fun rides for the kids
- Walk-down the aislers
- Getaway mobiles
- Hors D’oeuvres Transporters

---

**The sky is the limit...**
BOSTON pedicab

TAKE THE RIDE. YOU’LL SEE.

UNDISPUTABLY BOSTON’S AWESOMEST TOURING, RIDING, LOOKING, LAUGHING, EXPLORING, ARRIVING, VACATIONING, AND ANYTHING-ELSE-YOU-CAN-IMAGINE THREE-WHEELED WAY TO GET AROUND.

BOOK ONLINE • BOOK BY PHONE • BOOK ON STREET
617 266 2005
www.BOSTONPEDICAB.com